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PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENTIERTY BEFORE BEGINNING THE INSTALLATION.

ATTENTION - INSTALLER / OWNER RESPONSIBILITY - INSTALLATION CONSTITUTES ACCEPTANCE of flooring 
material, subfloor/substrate, the jobsite, including the ambient temperature and relative humidity at the time of installation, 
moisture content of the subflooring and flooring, and all impacting variables that may affect a wood floor. It is the responsibility 
of both the installer and owner to inspect and approve flooring prior to installation. 

Inspect the hardwood flooring in well lighted conditions to ensure proper identification of any potential problems. Carefully 
inspect the flooring for Grade, (see grading rules below) for color, finish, and quality. If the flooring is not acceptable, contact 
Wind River Flooring and arrange shipment of replacement material. Defective product will be replaced. Material that is 
subjectively viewed as unacceptable but falls within Wind River Flooring’s  grading norms will not be replaced.

EXAMINE FLOORING FOR COLOR, FINISH, AND QUALITY PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.
If material is unacceptable, contact the seller immediately. Wood is a natural product and contains characteristics such 
as variations in color, tone and graining. Flooring is manufactured in accordance with industry standards, which allows 
manufacturing, natural defect tolerances and cutting waste, up to 5% of the total installation. This additional amount is to be 
factored into the original order for material.

Installer should work from several cartons at the same time to ensure good color and shade blend. Installer should not 
install undesirable pieces. 

IF THE FLOORING AS SUPPLIED WILL NOT SATISFY THE CUSTOMER IN FULL, DO NOT PROCEED TO INSTALL. 
The decision not to proceed must be made within the first 10% or 100 square feet of  flooring opened, whichever is less.

As a natural product, hardwood contains inherent variations in color, grain and appearance and other visual characteristics.  
Wind River Flooring is manufactured in accordance with industry standards, which recommends that an additional 5% 
cutting or grading allowance be included in the total sq. footage when calculating the quantity of the flooring needed.

Natural color variation in raw material will determine how the finished product looks. Since every tree has its own unique 
natural characteristics, your floor may vary from samples or pictures shown. Wood is a natural product and some visual and 
color variations are normal and to be expected. 

The use of stain, filler, or putty stick for the correction of minor defects during installation are accepted as a normal industry 
procedure. 

Grading Rules
Wind River Flooring, like many flooring, and lumber mills uses a proprietary grade for manufacturing our floors. Proprietary 
grades are generally referred to as Mill Run. Instead of separating the lumber into traditional NOFMA/NWFA grades, the 
flooring is a mix of grades. This enables Wind River to produce wider and longer boards.  Wind River grading rules allow for 
filled knots, mineral streak, open checks, tight checks, and filled checks. Bird peck, pin worm hole, and flag worm hole are 
acceptable (any insects are killed in drying process). Plank faces may also contain unlimited amounts of heart wood (dark 
portion of log)and/or sap wood (light portion of log).

General Rules
Flooring shall be tongue and grooved and end matched (unless otherwise indicated). Flooring shall not be considered of 
standard grade unless properly dried. The drying standard for Wind River Floors solid hardwood product shall be 8 to 10% 
moisture content by volume with a plus or minus factor of 2% for storage conditions in various climate zones.

California Prop 65 Warning
CAUTION: CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS 
This product can create wood dust which is known to the State of California to cause cancer.

CAUTION: WOOD DUST 
Sawing, sanding and machining wood products can produce wood dust. It causes respiratory, skin and eye irritation. Avoid 
prolonged exposure to wood dust. Power tools should be equipped with a dust collector. If possible, perform wood dust 
generating activities outdoors. If high dust levels are encountered, use an appropriate NIOSH-designated dust mask.
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CAUTION: ASBESTOS IN EXISTING FLOOR 
Wind River products do not contain asbestos. Existing installed resilient flooring and asphaltic adhesive may contain 
asbestos fillers or crystalline silica. Do not sand, dry sweep, dry-scrape, drill, saw, bead-blast, or mechanically chip or 
pulverize existing resilient flooring, backing, lining felt, asphaltic “cutback” adhesive or other adhesive.  Asbestos must be 
removed by a licensed asbestos abatement professional.

CAUTION CONCRETE DUST
Drilling, cutting, and grinding of concrete generates concrete dust, containing crystalline silica, a substance known to the 
State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. 

Avoid inhaling concrete dust by wearing a dust mask or other safeguards for personal protection. CA HEALTH AND SAFETY 
CODE 14808-60-7: Wear appropriate NIOSH designated dust mask to reduce risk of dust inhalation. 

Wear proper eye protection and avoid prolonged contact with eyes and skin. In the event of eye irritation, flush with water 
for 15 minutes and seek medical attention!

Jobsite Conditions
All work involving water or moisture (plumbing, masonry, painting, plastering, tile work) must be completed prior 
to flooring being delivered. Building envelope must be complete and exterior doors and windows installed. limate control 
must be in place and running prior to delivery of wood flooring.

Preparation
Storage and Handling Solid wood flooring should be stored in an environment that represents a climate controlled 
environment comparable to the lived in conditions. Always deliver the materials to an environmentally controlled site. 
The wood subflooring materials must not exceed 12% moisture content. Measure and document the moisture content of 
both subfloor and wood flooring to determine proper moisture content with a reliable wood moisture meter. The difference 
between the moisture content of the wood subfloor and the wood flooring must not exceed 2%.

Do not install in full bathrooms, powder rooms or laundry rooms. Do not install over radiant heat. 

Manufacturer warranties do not cover natural expansion and contraction which results in separation between 
planks or damage caused by excessively low or high humidity. Seasonal gapping is not considered a manufacturing 
defect. 

Heating season – Low Humidity, Dry  All heating methods create dry, low humidity conditions. Humidifiers are recommended 
to prevent excessive shrinkage or gapping in wood floors due to seasonal periods of low humidity. 

Non Heating Season and Coastal or Waterfront Areas – High Humidity During the non heating season proper humidity 
levels should be maintained by using an air conditioner or dehumidifier. 

Storage & Handling - Acclimation 
Wind River Floors requires Solid Hardwood products acclimate for a minimum 72 hours prior to installation. Additional time 
may be required for 5” wide or wider products as determined by moisture content of product on arrival.

Store/Acclimate the wood flooring on or off the job, as necessary, to meet these requirements. Store in a dry place being 
sure to provide at least a four-inch air space under cartons, which are stored upon “on-grade” concrete floors.  Do not 
deliver material during intemperate weather and store in a dry place.  Flooring should not be delivered until the building 
has been closed in with windows and doors in place and until cement work, plastering and all other “wet” work is 
completed and dry. Concrete should be at least 60 days old.
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Time Required for Acclimation 
The amount of time required  greatly depends on proper control of the indoor environment  (temperature and humidity).
For regions where the relative humidity is at the lower or higher range more time will be required. The real equation is how 
much acclimation vs. how long

Wind River recommends that the  flooring material should be  acclimated for a minimum of 3 days in a properly controlled 
environment (average acclimation time 3 to 7 days).

Accelerated Acclimation
NOTE: Do not remove material from boxes until homeowner and installer 
agree that the product is acceptable for use.

Room temperature should be 60º – 80º F, with relative humidity between 35 – 50%. 
These environmental conditions are specified as pre-installation requirements 
and must be maintained for the life of the product. The HVAC system should be 
in operation for a minimum of 14 days prior to installation.

Humidity ranges and EMC vary geographically. Understanding the average 
conditions for your region is critical to the acclimation process. If an acclimated 
EMC is too low, the installed floor will over-expand as the relative humidity goes 

up. If the acclimated EMC  is too high the floor boards will gap excessively as the relative humidity drops later on. If to low 
at time of install cupping may result when humidity rates rise.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: The moisture content of solid wood flooring in a 50% RH condition will have an EMC 3% 
higher on average than an EMC established in a 35%RH.  This equals a width difference of about 1/32”. Thus the control of 
humidity in a narrower range with proper climate control will have a positive effect on the performance of the floor.
Manufacturer warranties do not cover natural expansion and contraction, which results in separation between planks or 
damage caused by excessively low or high humidity. Seasonal gapping is not considered to be a manufacturing defect. 

Ideal Room Location for Acclimation: Place cross stacked material as close to the center of the total installation area as 
possible. Do not store or acclimate material against exterior wall. Avoid direct sunlight, and keep away from HVAC vents, or 
in a home without climate and humidity controlled conditions. Garages, covered porches/patios, and non climate controlled 
basements are not suitable places for acclimation of material
NOTE: A certain amount of humidity swing is considered to be normal and some tightness and gapping can occur in normal 
use.

To maintain proper relative humidity levels, above 35% and below 50% RH, use of the following equipment is recommended. 
Failure to maintain humidity range can result in damage to the solid wood floor.  Air conditioner (of proper size and in 
working order) Dehumidifier (if required) to prevent relative humidity levels above 55% Whole House Humidifier (of proper 
size and in working order) (if required) to maintain relative humidity levels above 35%.

Exterior Checks
Exterior grading and gutter downspouts should be completed and permanent  HVAC 
systems in operation for 14 days prior to flooring being delivered to job site. 

1. Is exterior soil elevation 6” below edge of flashing?

2. Does exterior slope away from foundation at a rate of 6” drop in 10’ for soft landscaped 
areas and 3” drop in 10’ for hard-paved areas?
NOTE: Proper drainage away from the structure is absolutely critical to ensure weather-
tight conditions and crucial to proper hardwood flooring performance.  If structure is near 
a hill, the lot should be graded with a swale to move moisture off the lot. 

NOT SUITABLE 
FOR RADIANT HEAT.

6 in

6 in

10 ft 8 in

Suitable for installation on or above grade.                                 
No below grade installation. 

Heat Source

Pumps & Controls

Radiant Zone

Tube
Network
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Soil Line
Basement
Below ground level
Float, Glue

First Floor
Above ground level
Float, Glue, Nail

Second Floor
Above ground level
Float, Glue, Nail

x

Second Floor
Above ground level
Glue, Nail

First Floor
Above ground level
Glue, Nail



Crawl Space
Crawl spaces must be a minimum of 18˝ (46 cm) from the ground to underside of joists. A ground cover of 6-20 mil black 
polyethylene film is essential as a vapor barrier with joints  lapped six inches and sealed with moisture resistant tape. The 
crawl space should have perimeter venting equal to a minimum of 1.5% of the crawl space square footage. These vents 
should be properly located to foster cross ventilation  Where necessary, local regulations prevail.

Basement Moisture & Humidity Control
Basements should be completely weather tight and have proper drainage away from the foundation walls in place to ensure 
that the basement remains dry.
1. Rain gutters must be in place to carry moisture away from the foundation of the house. French drains are recommended, 
and basement walls should be properly sealed.
2. Relative humidity of basements should not be more than 10% higher than the upper floors.
3. Humidity control of the basement is vital to help control mold and prevent damage to the structure and hardwood flooring.
4. Basement walls should be inspected for cracks and excessive moisture content.
5. Drains must be placed at basement windows.
6. Direct sprinklers and irrigation systems away from the foundation. Sprinklers spraying the foundation edge can lead to 
moisture intrusion into structure. Drip irrigation systems for plant beds is recommended,.
PLEASE NOTE: Wind River Flooring, solid wood floors are not suitable for use in basements.

Install Wood Floors Last
Damage can often occur even when the floor is covered.  Wet trades add a great deal of humidity which can cause planks 
to swell.  Even the best covering can absorb moisture and damage the planks.

Do not cover floors with plastic, red rosin, felt, craft paper or wax paper or previously used cardboard. Instead use a 
breathable material such as clean, dry, Ram Board or equivalent.  

The floor should be thoroughly cleaned before covering to remove grit and debris that would damage the finish. The floor 
must be completely covered to eliminate uneven color change from exposure to UV light. 

Wind River Floors does not warrant against damage from other trades on top of the floor, covered up or not, nor any 
environmental damage from installing the floors too early.

Built in Cabinets on Top of Wood Floors
Installation of built in cabinets does not represent best practice, as it can inhibit expansion and contraction of the floor, 
leading to objectionable noises in the floor.  Should a repair of the floor become necessary, Wind River Floors will not provide 
compensation for removal and replacement of cabinets, or countertops should that be necessary due to a manufacturing 
or installation related issue.

Sub floor Moisture Testing CONCRETE
Since wood flooring is not compatible with wet conditions, Wind River Flooring does not warrant against moisture related 
issues or related damage under warranty. (See Wind River Flooring Maintenance & Warranty Guides). This is not unique 
to Wind River Floors, but instead an industry standard, and wood flooring manufacturers do not offer moisture warranties. 
However, moisture warranties are offered by various adhesive manufactures against moisture migration through a slab.

NOTE: Due to the porous nature of concrete, vapor emissions are subject to change over the lifetime of the installed floor. 
Slab moisture emissions are a common cause of damage to hardwood floors. Due to the potential for concrete moisture 
emissions to increase/decrease over time, and the absence of moisture warranties for wood flooring, choosing an adhesive 
system that includes moisture abatement properties is prudent.

Adhesive manufacturer’s offer moisture warranties for moisture abatement systems that will be conditional. Follow their 
directions closely to ensure compliance and full warranty coverage. Proper spread rate and coverage are very important. 
Use proper trowel size and replace trowels at the recommended square footage the adhesive manufacturer requires to 
ensure proper application thickness.
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Some adhesive manufacturers offer adhesive/moisture abatement systems that do not require pre-installation testing of the 
slab to maintain a moisture warranty.  Check with adhesive manufacturer to confirm which products they offer, that allow 
installation without pre-checking/testing the slab.

ADDITIONAL NOTE: Wind River Floors makes no guarantees regarding the performance of any adhesive/vapor abatement 
system.
The installer is fully responsible for proper installation, and the moisture warranties are fully the responsibility of the adhesive 
moisture abatement system manufacturer chosen for the job.  NWFA & Industry Standards.

The NWFA (Industry standard) uses the following test methods to determine optimal conditions for installation and 
performance of a hardwood floor. Some adhesive manufacturers offer systems that create a vapor barrier to protect the 
wood flooring from moisture emissions coming up through the slab. Many adhesive manufacturers require the tests listed 
below to be performed prior to installation of the floor. Carefully read and follow the adhesive manufacturer’s instructions.

CALCIUM CHLORIDE: ASTM F1869
Under ideal conditions, the slab should not be emitting more than 3 lbs. per 1,000 square feet per 24 hour period. Carefully 
follow the instructions in the test kit to ensure that you get accurate results.
NOTE: The slab emissions can vary based on soil humidity and room temperature. Consult adhesive manufacturer’s 
directions for the moisture abatement system they recommend.

HUMIDITY PROBE & DIGITAL METER: ASTM F2170
Widely used in Europe, this test determines the amount of humidity in the slab. This is an effective way to determine a slab’s 
potential for emitting moisture.
Follow all meter manufacturer’s guidelines for performing testing. Under ideal conditions, the slab readings should be 75% 
RH.

CAUTION: Post Tension slabs require special care to avoid cutting cables in slab. Cutting post tension cables can cause 
serious structural damage and potential fatalities.

Sub-floor Preparation CONCRETE
Refer to Bostik Ultra-Set Singlestep2 specifications for application of Wind River solid wood flooring to a concrete surface. 
Generally for glue down application over concrete 3,000 PSI compressive strength, but review adhesive manufactures 
specifications. Sub floor tolerance for a flat surface is 3/16” within a 10’ radius and 1/8” in a 6’ radius.  Grind high 
spots and fill low spots with Portland based Cementous fill specified as compatible with Bostik Ultra-Set Singlestep2.  
With the use of Bostik Ultra-Set Singlestep2 pre-testing of the concrete subfloor is not required by Bostik.  Performance of 
adhesive is covered under the Bostik warranty.  Wind River does not warrant against moisture, and any moisture warranty 
is the responsibility of the adhesive manufacturer.  Follow all adhesive manufacturers instructions for glue down of solid 
hardwood flooring, as adhesive warranties are conditional. 

Full spread glue down application is for use over concrete, lightweight concrete, and gypsum base products with a 
compressive strength of 2500 PSI or higher.  For use on or above grade.  Full spread glue-down is not suitable for gluing 
solid hardwood flooring to a wood subfloor.

Sub-floor Moisture Testing WOOD
Remember: the top and bottom of the sub floor should vary no more than 2%.  Wood substrates must have a moisture 
reading of no more than 12% when using Lignomat, Tramax, Delmhorst, or equivalent moisture meter, and be within 2% of 
the moisture content of the flooring to be installed.  Reminder, check meter settings for proper species, to ensure accurate 
reading.

Sub-floor Preparation WOOD
Wood subfloors need to be well nailed or secured with screws. Nails should be ring shanks, and screws must be counter-
sunk. The wood sub floor needs to be structurally sound (i.e. without loose boards, vinyl, or tiles). Sub floor tolerance for a 
flat surface is 3/16” within a 10’ radius and 1/8” in a 6’ radius. 
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Joist Spacing & Subfloor Thickness
Engineered sub floor panels, must be ANSI-rated plywood, OSB (oriented strand board) of specified thickness to meet 
joist spacing specifications listed below, or sound solid lumber sub floor that is a minimum of 3/4” thick, dry, flat and sound. 
INSTALL FLOORING ACROSS THE JOISTS 90º OR 45º TO JOIST.  DO NOT INSTALL THE SAME DIRECTION AS 
JOISTS.

1. For panel products sub flooring, check for loose panels and re-nail or screw down loose panels securely. Nails and 
screws must be countersunk.

2. Ensure that there is proper expansion space (1/8”) between the panels. If panels are not tongue and groove and do not 
have sufficient expansion space, it may be necessary use a circular saw to create the specified space. 
• Do not saw through joints on tongue and groove subfloors.
• Do not saw deeper than the thickness of subfloor.  Structural damage to floor joists can result.

3. Check for delamination or damaged areas to sub floor and repair those areas as needed.

4. Make sure sub floor is free of debris before beginning installation.

5. Acceptable Panel Subfloors: Truss/joist spacing will determine the minimum acceptable thickness of the panel sub 
flooring.

a. Truss/joist spacing of 16” (406cm) o/c or less, the industry standard for single panel sub flooring is a minimum of 5/8” 
(19/32”, 15.1mm) CD Exposure 1 plywood sub floor panels or 23/32” OSB Exposure 1 sub floor panels, 4’ x 8’ panels.

b. Truss/joist spacing of more than 16”, up to 19.2” (488mm) o/c, the standard is a minimum ¾” (23/32”, 18.3mm) tongue 
and groove CD Exposure 1 Plywood 4’ x 8’ sheets glued and mechanically fastened.

c. Truss/joist spacing of more than 19.2” (488mm) o/c up to a maximum of 24” (610mm) requires a minimum 7/8” tongue 
and groove CD Exposure 1 plywood sub floor panels, 4’ x 8’ sheets, glued and mechanically fastened, or nominal 1” 
OSB Exposure 1 sub floor panels glued and mechanically fastened–or two layers of sub flooring.

NOTE: If subfloor contains excessive flex and additional layer of ½ CD Exposure plywood must be attached to the surface. 
The top layer of plywood should be offset by 2’ from joints in first layer of subfloor, and installed in the opposite direction to 
the bottom sub floor panels. Glue top and bottom layer together with construction adhesive and screwing in to the truss/ 
joist system every twelve inches. Additionally, nail (ring shank) or staple layers together on a minimum 12” grid pattern.

Subfloor Deflection
NOTE: Even if the thickness of the subfloor is within specification for thickness, it may not be sufficient.  Check for subfloor 
deflection of the subfloor.  Subfloor deflection is the primary cause of objectionable noises, squeaks, snaps, pops in a nail 
down floor If the subfloor has excessive vertical movement (deflection) before installation of the flooring, it is likely it will 
do so after installation of the flooring is complete. Wind River Floor warranties DO NOT cover any problems caused by 
insufficient substructures or improper installation of subject substructures. 

Installation in Relation to Direction of the Substrate Joist
The proper application is at a 90° angle across the joists. This provides for best stability of the floor. As an alternative, the 
floor can be installed at a 45°angle to the joists. The floor cannot be installed in the same direction as the joists without 
installing an additional sheet of ½ CD exposure 1 plywood on top of the existing wood sub floor.  Glue sheeting to subfloor 
staple or T-Nail to substrate,  Offset joints of sheeting 2- 4 feet from existing subfloor joints.  Line up seams with joists and 
screw sheeting every 12” on top of joists.

Approved Cleat/Staple Systems
• POWER NAIL AIR DRIVEN MODEL 445FS.

15 ½ gauge x 2” Staple

• POWER NAIL AIR DRIVEN 445 OR 445FLEX POWER ROLLER
16 gauge x 2” Cleat 

• PORTA-NAILS AIR DRIVEN MODEL 470A
16 gauge x 2” L Nail

• PRIMATECH AIR DRIVEN MODEL 250ALG GYM
16 gauge 2” Cleat

• STANLEY BOSTITCH AIR DRIVEN MIIIFS -HARDWOOD FLOORING STAPLER
15.5 gauge x 2” Staple

Air Pressure Settings

CORRECT TOO LOW TOO HIGH
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1. Avoid striking the edge or finished surface of pre-finished products with the nail guns mallet. Edge crushing can occur 
causing unappealing cracks and splinters. Use a protective foot attachment to prevent damage to finished edge of floor.  
Edge crushing and finish damage, caused in this manner are not covered under warranty.

2. Improper adapter plates and air pressure settings can cause severe damage to the wood flooring and reduce performance 
Always us an in-line regulator to control air pressure to the machine.

3. Set pressure at 70-75 PSI to begin with and adjust until proper fastener setting is achieved.
NOTE: Improper length or gauge of fastener is a common cause of objectionable noises, squeaks, snaps, and 
pops in a nail down floor.

Installation Tips – General
1. During installation pull from multiple cartons at a time to ensure a good 
blend of color throughout floor.  This is especially important when multiple 
production dates are to be installed.  Look at box ends to determine how 
many production dates are involved.

2. End joints must be staggered at least 4”-6”. Avoid staggering the rows 
uniformly to prevent a stair-stepping visual to the floor. 

3. Boards cut from the opposite end of the row may be used for the next 
starter boards.v

4. Use care not to line of end joints more than every 4-6 rows, ensuring a 
more pleasing appearance of the floor.

5. Width/Span of floor exceeding 20’ in higher humidity areas may require 
the introduction of additional internal expansion space. This can be achieved by using spacer, i.e. small washers, ever 10 
– 20 rows, these are inserted above the tongue.  The spacers are subsequently removed once and additional 3 – 4 rows 
have been installed.  Washers/spacers should not be left in for more than two hours

6. Prior to installation, select boards that blend in color with any transition moldings. This is useful when transition moldings 
such as stair nosing is used for stairs. This is a great practice when ever transition moldings are installed the same direction 
as the flooring (beside/adjacent to side of the plank).  This is not really an issue when the moldings match up to the end of 
the plank rows.

7. Allow ¾” of expansion space at all perimeter walls, and internal vertical obstructions such as kitchen cabinets and built 
in cabinets.

8. Do final visual check of boards prior to installation.

Special Instructions - Glue Assist Nail Down Installation 
1. Seasonal changes in relative humidity, change the size of the plank.  Shrinking or 

cupping can result in solid plank flooring. This movement can be minimized by application 
of a bead of glue to the back of the plank, prior to nailing plank to suitable subfloor.

2. Glue assist cannot be applied to the surface of a moisture membrane such as Aquabar 
or 15lb roofing felt.  Unfinished basements or uncontrolled crawl spaces may expose 
the subfloor and the plank itself to elevated moisture contents that will cause excessive 
expansion of the floor.  Finished basements and enclosed crawl spaces with proper 
humidity control are required for glue assist. Moisture intrusion is not covered under warranty.

3. Glue must be a high quality urethane construction adhesive. The glue should be applied in a serpentine pattern on the 
bottom of the plank, as shown in diagram to right.
NOTE: Glue assist applications will not perform properly when applied to the surface of a vapor barrier such as Aquabar or 
15lb roofing felt. Glue assist will only work on the wood subfloor itself without a vapor barrier applied.

STEP 1: Doorway and Wall Preparation (All Installations)
1. Undercut All Door Jambs/Moldings:  Remove all shoe and base molding to ensure adequate expansion space. Use scrap 
piece of flooring to establish height of cut. Make allowances for adhesive or underlayment thickness when establishing 
height of cut.

minimum end joint distance of 4 - 8”
minimum end joint distance 4” - 8”

back of plank adhesive
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2. Select a Starter Wall: It is recommended to start the installation along an exterior wall. Check to 
make sure the wall is straight and square to the room.

3. Install the moisture retardant (if used) parallel to the flooring. Overlap the rows 6˝ (15 cm). Overlap 
(top) should be on the same side as the groove of the flooring so that the wood will slide smoothly 
into place. Staple the moisture retardant material as necessary to prevent excessive movement.

STEP 2: ESTABLISH A STARTING POINT --- WALL TO WALL INSTALLATION 

1. Installation parallel to the longest wall is recommended for best visual effects, however, the floor 

should be installed perpendicular to the flooring joists unless subfloor has been reinforced to reduce 
subfloor sagging. 

2. If a moisture retardant material is to be used, such as Aquabar “B”, HWD 15, or 15# builder’s felt, install this material 
before proceeding, lapping joints 6” and stapling if necessary. 

3. Measure the width of the product being installed. For random or alternate width products, use the widest plank for the 
first row. 

4. Add 1” to allow for 3/4” expansion and the width of the tongue. • Using this measurement, in at least two places, measure 
out equal distance from the starting wall and 12”-18” from the corners (see Figure 3) and snap a chalk line.

STEP 1 & 2: CENTER TO WALL INSTALLATION 

1. Snap a chalk line down the center of the room. 

2. Install a sacrificial row, or cut 4” blocks to hold starting row in place that extends the entire length of the room on the 
center line. NOTE: Starting row must be completely straight to prevent irregular gapping.

3. Install three rows of flooring. • Remove the sacrificial row/blocks and insert a slip tongue in the open groove. 

STEP 3: RACKING THE FLOOR 

1. “Dry” lay materials to cover approximately 2 ⁄3 of the room. Begin dry laying approximately 6” from the edge of the 
previously installed rows. Avoid drawing boards too tightly together on the sides, as they must move freely when fastening 
begins. 

2. Mark the final board in each row and cut to proper length allowing for expansion. 

3. Visually inspect flooring, setting aside boards that need to have natural character flaws cut out. Before cutting out 
perceived flaws check grading rules (page 1) as to whether they are part of the grade or not. Use these boards for starting 
and finishing row after objectionable characteristics have been removed. 

STEP 4: INSTALLING THE FLOOR 

1. Fasten a sacrificial board/ 4” blocks to the floor. Check for surface damage, air pressure setting, tongue damage, etc. 
before proceeding. Make all adjustments and corrections before installation begins. Once proper adjustments have been 
made, remove and destroy the sacrificial row/starter blocks.  Blocks must cover transition at all end-joints.  A straight edge 
must be maintained to avoid irregular gaps in the floor.

2. Begin installation with several rows at a time, fastening each board with at least two fasteners, 8-10” apart and 4-6” from 
the ends (to avoid splitting or creating excessive over wood on the end joints). Tighten boards as necessary to reduce gaps 
before fastening

3. End-joints of adjacent rows should be staggered 6” when possible to ensure a more favorable overall appearance. 

4. The last 1-2 rows will need to be face-nailed where clearance does not permit blind nailing with stapler or brad nailer. 
Pre-drill and face-nail on the tongue side following the nailing pattern used for the first row. 

5. Rip final row to fit and face-nail. If the final row is less than 1” in width, it should first be glued to the previous UNINSTALLED 
row and the two joined units should be face-nailed as one.

STEP 5: COMPLETING THE JOB 

1. Clean floor with the recommended wood flooring cleaner. 

2. Re-install any transition pieces that may be needed, such as Reducer Strips, T-moldings, or Thresholds. The products 
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are available pre-finished to coordinate with your flooring. Nail/fasten these moldings to subfloor, not floor itself.  

3. Re-install all base and/or quarter round moldings. Nail  these moldings into the wall, not the floor. 

4. Inspect the floor, filling all minor gaps with the appropriate blended filler. 

5. If the floor is to be covered, use a breathable material such as cardboard. Do not cover with plastic or any other material 
acting as a vapor barrier. 

6. To prevent surface damage avoid rolling heavy appliances and furniture on the floor. use, hardboard, or appliance lifts 
if necessary. 

7. Leave warranty and floor care information with the owner. 

FLOOR CARE GUIDE PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE 

1. To ensure the full benefit of warranties and to extend the beauty of your new hardwood floor, we recommend the following 
preventative maintenance steps for your hardwood floor. Use floor mats at all entrances to help keep dirt and moisture from 
being tracked in. Area rugs are recommended in high traffic areas and at sinks. Mats and area rugs should be slip resistant 
with backing that will not discolor the floor. 

2. To help guard against scratches and dents, install felt floor protectors under furniture legs and equipment. 

3. Use soft rubber casters for rolling furniture. 

4. Remove high heels or shoes that need repair. Some types of high heel shoes can severely damage the surface of any 
floor covering. 

5. Maintain a healthy humidity at 35-55%. Certain regions within North America have extreme changes in humidity levels 
that can affect all wood floors. To maintain the humidity at the healthy range of 35-50%, it may require either a humidifier 
or a dehumidifier. 

REGULAR MAINTENANCE 

1. Do not let sand, dirt and grit build up on your floors. 

2. Dust, or vacuum floors regularly.  Soft brush attachment on a canister vacuum is required (no mechanical brushes, beater 
bars etc.).  

3. Robot vacuums or moping systems are not suitable for use on Wind River Floors.

4. For normal cleaning use the cleaner recommended specifically for The European Collection or The Falls Collection as 
they require specific cleaners for oil finish or polyurethane finish. 

      A. European Collection: NuOil® Natural Oil Cleaner, NuOil® ReNu for periodic use in higher traffic areas.

      B. The Falls Collection: TrueClean Wood, Bamboo, and Luxury Vinyl Cleaner.

5. Do NOT use a steam cleaner or steam mop to clean hardwood. 
6. Never use wax, oil soap, or vinegars! 

7. Treated dust mops, or dusting sheets can leave a residue on the floor. These residues will create a negative appearance 
to the floor.
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